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                                            Preparing to come to REGUA ….female Red billed Curassows  
 
 
1) Introduction 
 
2) Protection: 

•  RPPN project with IBIO 
 
3) Education 

• Programme and Young rangers 
 
4) Restoration 

• Plans for planting trees 
 
5) Research 

• Red billed Curassows and Black fronted piping guans 
 
6) Tourism 

• Lodge improvements and new guide 
 
 
1) Introduction 
 
Raquel and I are pleased to write another newsletter full of optimism for this project. All is coming 
along well and we are very happy to convey the news concerning progress for conservation. Many 
guests will be coming to stay with us and I hope that this serves to whet their interest.  
 
 
 



  
2) Protection: 
 
RPPN: REGUA has just been awarded funds from SOS Mata Atlantica for the transformation of 
three of its properties into RPPN status. RPPN means “A private reserve of natural heritage” a 
conservation category stated in the Brazilian Environmental Legislation (Law 9985\2000) in which 
the owner receives Governmental recognition as a Conservation unit without having to own it. Areas 
within the Três Picos State park cannot be made RPPN. The first area is part of the João Paulo farm 
(c.15ha), the second is the larger part of the small property attached to João Paulo farm (c.28ha) and 
the last is the São José farm (c.300ha). This will make REGUA eligible for funding the conservation 
centre and improve our relationship with a number of Universities and Gov’t research Institutes. The 
principle justifications were: 
 
           1.   The RPPN helps in consolidating the buffer area of the Três Picos Park 

2 It would be the first RPPN in Cachoeiras de Macacu municipality 
3 It will serve as an example to smaller land owners  
4 It will assure our patrons that land will be protected interminably 
5 The partner NGO who helped write the project, IBio will be organizing workshops and 

help Cachoeiras de Macacu municipality and its politicians understand the importance of 
environmental protection  

We want to thank Gabriela Vianna Moreira for her help in writing this project and Mariana at the 
SOS Mata Atlantica in this major milestone in REGUA history 
 
3) Education;  
 
André, REGUA`S environmental education officer is working well with the 2009 education 
programme which formally started on the second week of February. The first “Green Bulletin” 2009 
has been printed and distributed at the local schools and to community members around the reserve. 
The Bulletin is designed by the young rangers who write about REGUA´s activities and also refer to 
community matters. The editing of this local newsletter has been valuable in informing the 
community of REGUA´s conservation work.  
Five girls and twelve boys from surrounding communities make up the Young Ranger 2009 
programme: They cycle to REGUA on Friday afternoons. Candidates were asked to write a short 
essay on why they wanted to be part of the Young Ranger programme and the majority of answers 
reflected their concern for environmental conservation. Four field day trips have been organized for 
2009 including the Rio de Janeiro zoo, the Nova Friburgo recycling plant, the Três Picos Park 
education centre and the Golden lion Tamarin project in Silva Jardim district. 
With school term starting on the second week of February and André has been since arranging 
school visits with the Education Secretary to REGUA. The visits start on April with schools from 
Cachoeiras de Macacu, Japuiba and Papucaia towns (all within our district) and with the 03 schools 
around the reserve. 
The aim of REGUA’s community outreach programme is to organize talks about it´s conservation 
work in the surrounding churches. Christine, Raquel and André have successfully organized 
gatherings in the communities (mainly at meeting points like local stores and bars) with Power Point 
presentations, Red billed curassows shirts raffles and refreshments. 
Local residents are starting to visit REGUA where they are most welcomed and shown around. 
 
REGUA has formally handed over the Agenda 21 document to the Council authorities and members 
of Cachoeiras de Macacu town local society. The ceremony took place at the local Council on the 
second week of December 2008. The Agenda 21 programme aims at achieving development based 
on social equity, care for the environment and economic sustainability. The Agenda 21 permanent 
Forum of Cachoeiras de Macacu has been created and has been met with approval from Petrobras 
Oil Company that is seeking to train interested members of the public in community responsibilities 
regarding sustainable development policies, as it is building a plastics division in the neighboring 
municipality of Itaborai.  



 

 
 
4) Restoration:   
This programme has been most successful. We have finished plating 9000 trees and have prepared 
the next 09 hectares and will be planting 2000 heart of palm seedlings to complete this years target 
of 20 000 trees. Our volunteers André, Alison, Verity and Chris have been helping us. The forestry 
engineer Aline has been working with Mauricio in collecting seeds art REGUA to plant together 
with RJ state government in their ambitious plan to plant 2 million trees along river sides.     
 
 
5) Research: 
 
We have just had the visit by RSPB 
reintroduction specialist Leigh Lock 
undertaking his sabbatical and evaluating 
the progress to date of the Red billed 
Curassow and Black fronted piping guan 
reintroduction project.   
Having spent two weeks with at REGUA 
developing plans and evaluating pitfalls 
and successes, we decided to go and visit 
Roberto Azeredo’s Crax Brasil captive 
breeding centre in Belo Horizonte who 
donates birds to the REGUA project.  We had the unexpected welcome from Geer and Rob from 
Crax International and Rotterdam zoo respectively. Ariane from SAVE-Brasil, Birdlife international 
partners and Natalie from the Royal Pheasant Society UK, arrived also from their visit to the 
CENIBRA reintroduction project at Ipatinga, also in Minas Gerais and in the evening we all met to 
discuss progress with the Red billed curassow action plan. 
Geer and Roberto have enjoyed a 
long lasting friendship ever since 
Geer, a NL university graduate with 
a passion for birds, mostly Cracids, 
went to see these birds in the wild in 
the mid 1980’s in the company of 
Nigel Hughes. It was on his travels 
that he met Roberto, Helmut Sick 
and another Crax enthusiast and 
discussed the creation of a breeding 
centre in Brazil before the birds 
almost went onto extinction. The 
great ornithologist Helmut Sick was 
sent to Brazil in 1936 by Berlin  



Natural History Museum to find out the status of Crax blumenbachi, a motive of worry even in those 
days. Geer went back home to set up a breeding centre using birds of captive Cracid populations 
found in European zoos. This has since expanded into other species, but the focus of his project is in 
Cracids. Whilst working he raised funds for Roberto and James Simpson of Crax Brasil in BH to set 
up the aviaries and continue his important work in creating a large population of captive birds.  Geer 
prepared a great presentation accompanied by valuable historical photos. Our progress report as 
prepared by Leigh and Christine was appreciated by all. 
Ariane showed us her experience at the Descobrimento Park, Bahia, where these birds are still found 
in the wild. The main work has been in environmental education particularly in the area of 
perception, discovering if children really knew the bird at all. It was quite interesting to find out that 
the neighbouring populations knew nothing and the Indian children all knew of the bird. Ariane has 
been undertaking transect studies to reveal the population status. Ariane wanted to make an Action 
plan bulletin with small reports from all partners. 
 
 
We went on the next day to see the 
CENIBRA project. This was most 
interesting, though it’s far from BH.  The 
properties owned by CENIBRA, a joint 
Japanese and Brazilian cellulose company is 
subject to a rigorous policy assuring all 
properties have 50% natural forest. If a 
property lacks this half, it reforests with 
native endemic species to make up this 
proportion. The rest is planted in eucalyptus 
and their argument is that this plantation is 
more valuable than pasture for biodiversity. 
The benefit to wildlife is clear since many 
pastures in Minas Gerais are subject to areas of gully erosion.  
 
Within the natural forest remnants red billed curassows and black fronted piping guans have been 
regularly released since 1991. The rangers see the birds regularly and a biologist and his team 
regularly do transects to measure and estimate the number of birds at the projects. The birds are 
breeding and this project is seen to be very successful.  The administrator Edson Paiva explained all 
stages and the success that this project has met with over the last few years  
 
              

 
 
We went on to the Rio Doce State Park and we were most impressed with this 35000ha park. It has 
virtually all the mammals to be found, including jaguars, tapirs and muriquis, but sadly the Harpy 
Eagle is no longer there to contain a massive and ever expanding 12000 capuchin monkeys which is 
thought to be totally out of balance.  
 



Curiously there are evidences of the Red billed curassow and Piping guan but sadly no birds are to 
be seen. Having being shown around, we decided to cut across a dirt road through the park and travel 
to Caratinga, the famous site for the woolly spider monkey, or muriqui monkey , a major project 
started by the American biologist and conservationist Karen Strier. Alongside the road, amazingly 
 

 
 
we found the Buff fronted Purpletuft as well as Red ruffed fruit crow and in the park we found the 
rare Plumbeous ant vireo. 
 
The trip through farmland through never ending dirt roads and we arrived at the Karen Strier project 
at 18.00hrs, light fading and pleading for a rest. Fortunately there wasn’t anyone staying in its very 
humble lodgings (like our casa pesquisa) and we met the young administrator Marcelo and students 
Alba and Daniel.  
They permitted our lodging and we talked with them for over 4 hours having found out that the 
project needs more visiting and needs to increase the creation of forest corridors thereby permitting 
the muriquis to travel to adjacent forest fragments. 

We were comparing our strategies and 
suggested a number of simple and 
effective ideas to get going and 
consolidate this most important project 
such as,  forming partnership with local 
landowners, Municipal authorities, 
Universities, partnership with the State 
Forest Institute, speaking to Edson of 
CENIBRA for natural forest planting 
mixed with eucalyptus planting and 
getting volunteers to help out. They have 
a superb project and a great future, and 
our discussions left us hugely optimistic 

for the future. The next day early we found the muriquis up on the ridge line, neighing like horses 
with young, male and females. You can imagine how exciting this was.    
 
 
 
 
 
Our trip to Minas Gerais was successful in that partners were able to meet and discuss latest news, 
align project objectives and discuss project strategies. Thinking of the broader picture seeing the 
protection potential of the Great Rio Doce park, the successful reforestation and policy at CENIBRA 
and hearing SAVE Brasil’s education work in Bahia State lifted our spirits regarding the future of 
the Atlantic rain forest. 
 



 
 
6) Tourism:  
 
We have been busy with our guests and making sure that everyone has been enjoying their time at 
REGUA. Teresa Elwes of the Bromley Trust visited REGUA in early February. It was very 
satisfying to discuss the environment and our work and its results and implications and repay her 
with the generosity REGUA received from her uncle Toby Bromley who was our first patron and 
sadly no longer with us to see what a legacy he left for us all here. Teresa has a huge experience in 
social sciences and it was most constructive to discuss the actions and benefits that REGUA could 
offer the local communities. 
Other news is that we are in the midst of refurbishing some extra rooms to cope with the added 
visitor demand. I’m also very pleased to say that Lee and Rachel will be helping represent us at the 

Rutland Birdfair. We are training a local guide 
by the name of Wallace. Having completed the 
young ranger course and having great affinity 
with bird watching, Wallace is being trained by 
Adilei to help with our birding guests. Some 
fabulous photos of the birds waiting for you to 
see here!! 
   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adilei’s photos of dark billed cuckoo, tawny browed 
owl, russet crowned crake and white necked hawk!! For more details see you web site, 
www.regua.co.uk soon to be in Portuguese.                 Come and stay with us !! 

http://www.regua.co.uk/

